
Status LED Blink Pattern Codes:
On the majority of the  Across Ocean Systems’ devices/sensors you will see a blinking Status LED. It is designed to provide infor-
mation on the status of the device/sensor and also to help troubleshoot it, if necessary. New Blink Codes were implemented on the 
sensors with introduction of firmware Ver. 2.4.2.911 and higher.  

Here is how to read the blink duration:
• Fast Blink = 0.2s on / 0.2s off                                                   Fast Blink
• Blink = 0.35s on / 0.35s off                     Blink
• Long Blink = 1.3s on / 0.35s off          Long Blink
• Blink + Pause = BlinkE = 0.35s on / 2.5s off               BlinkE

The meaning of the blink codes is explained below:
Sensor Operational - all OK = Short on /Very Long  off

AP Boot = Continuous Fast Blink -> during this state toggle the power to start  and configure the sensor via its web interface
Save Pending = 3.1s on / 0.4s off = Very Long  on, Short off -> changes of configuration. Do not disconnect till the changes are saved
Chip Error = Blink, BlinkE = 2 Blink + Pause -> Call Technical Support
Conversion Timeout = Blink, Blink, BlinkE =  3 Blinks + pause ->  Call Technical Support
Status N2k Error =  Blink, Blink, Blink, BlinkE = 4 Blinks + pause -> Check the connection of your NMEA2000 network
Sensor Error = Blink, Blink, Blink, Blink, BlinkE = 5 Blinks + pause -> Check your sensor connector (only for sensors)

5 Blinks + pause illustrated above

NOTE !!! -Different devices/sensors feature different STATUS LED colors. The color of the STATUS LED  
is not of any particular importance and it is only different to differentiate between different device types.  
The BLINK PATTERN is the one that indicates the device status.
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